Spelling Fusion combines:
  Vocabulary.... Spelling .... Listening   all in one program

How to get started:
1. Click on the Spelling Fusion icon on the computer screen.
  ← A screen like this one will open up.

2. Click on a Group, for example, People or The Home

3. In the box, choose a Topic, for example, outside the house or inside the house. (Some groups do not have topics.)

4. Choose a level: Click on Level to select Level 1 (Basic words) or Level 2 (more advanced words)

Click Learn to begin the lesson.

For each headword you have:
  * photo or animation
  * pronunciation of singular and plural forms (important!)
  * spoken and written context sentence
  * four spelling activities for each of the singular and plural word forms

| Letters—Type in the missing letters | c o __ p u ___ r |
| Word—Spell the whole word | ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ |
| Sentence --Type the word into a sentence: | I bought a new laptop _______________ last week. |
| All words: | Like a mini dictation (spell the whole sentence) |
| Syllables—click on the number of syllables | ---click on the stressed syllables (great for pronunciation) |
Click on **Test** for some **listening** and spelling activities.

**Spelling:** Listen carefully for word endings and spell singular and plural forms!

**Listening:**
- Level 1: Listen to 1 word. Read 4 words. Click the word you hear.
- Level 2: Listen to 3 words. Read 8 words. Click the words you hear.
  (This is great listening practice!)

To check each answer, click on √

To go the next question, click on →

Click on **Games** for **vocabulary** and spelling practice.

**Level 1:**
- **Ordering**  “Drag and drop” 4 words in alphabetical order.
- **Jumble**  Click hint to see a picture. Drag and drop letters to spell words. This is a good vocabulary builder!
- **Matching**  Match words and pictures.

**Level 2:**
- **Jumble**  Click hint to see a picture.
  Drag and drop letters to spell words.
- **Word Finder**  Make new words: (From “democracy” make “cry” “made”, “cream” etc.)
- **Matching**  Match words and pictures.